
I.L.T.S.A. Training Course
Full details on www.iltsa.co.uk 

The Institute run intensive three
day courses in March & October
each year.  Full details and booking
forms are available online or from
the ILTSA office.
Next course :- March 18th 2014

Clitheroe, Lancashire

Contact the
Office:

T: 01422
833003

dianeswift@iltsa.co.uk

Lucy says – Paul has been a great
addition to the team, not only in
identifying ways to help us improve
our profits but also with many other
ideas for saving time.  So when Paul
mentioned Pro-Eco, I was confident it
would be a good idea to get a free
audit done.

Paul gave my details to Pro-Eco and I
quickly got a call from Corrine Lloyd
who explained the very simple
process and I sent invoices and a
letter of authority to their offices for
analysis.  Within a couple of weeks,
Steve Wennington came to see me
to present a report identifying
savings for Electricity, LPG, Catering,
and trade waste.  On this visit Steve
also started the ball rolling with
potential savings on my insurance,
which is currently now under review.

The good news is, that even though I
only met Steve in January, Pro-Eco

have already put in place savings
with energy that will save me £2000
pa. Just on LPG (I have actually
received a credit from a previous
bill), with further savings to come on
my electricity.

Although we have only just started
with Pro-Eco the service has been
seamless with Pro-Eco dealing with
everything on my behalf.

The key to this though, if I am
honest, is the fact that it has been
introduced to me by Paul. Because of
this, I have been able to trust them
from day one – with the added
benefit that through the link with
I.L.T.S.A. I have saved their
management fees of £300 pa.

Steve Wennington said, ‘it has been
a delight to work with Lucy at the
Three Cups. It is a fantastic second
generation business and we are so

pleased to be able to save Lucy time,
and add to her profits through our
fully managed system’.

It has also been great to build the
relationship with Paul, as ultimately,
it is Pauls recommendation to his
clients that enables us to build our
business, and we never forget how
important that link is, and we do
everything we can to keep Paul
included in the development of the
account with Lucy – we very much
see this relationship as Lucy, Paul
and Pro-Eco, and working together in
this way brings us all benefits.

Paul echoed Steve’s sentiments
stating that working with Pro-Eco has
added an extra dimension to his
business with the additional savings
regularly covering my own costs,
which of course keeps my clients
very happy.

Lucy has agreed to a follow up article
when the full benefits of the service
have been implemented.

The Cups Runneth Over
Paul Hunt has been Stock taker at the Three cups in Stockbridge for the
last few years. The pub has been in the same family for 20 years, with
Lucy (second generation), now putting her stamp on a very successful
business, fully supported with advice and support from Paul.

Answers to Dingbats
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Goldilocks & the three bears
2.  ( Page 11 )

Coming up roses
3.  ( Page 13 )

Car boot sale

For a full information pack contact John Fallows at 

GREYEYE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

Tel:  01684 878042

e-mail:  john@greyeye.co.uk

Microsoft windows
Complete and feature rich solution
Hand-held computor and/or count sheet
Built in communications
Suite of configurable reports
Mandata and Husky data conversion
Intuitive and easy to use
Full training and telephone support
Customisation service available  

Stock auditing has 
never been easier, 
faster or more
accurate - discover 
how with StockMaster.
The integrated stock
auditing system 
from Greyeye
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